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Dear Parents 

On Tuesday October 5th  as a school we celebrated ‘World Teachers' Day’. It was a day to celebrate the role of 
all educators, including teachers, researchers and professors. Also known as ‘International Teachers Day’, this 
day has been celebrated since 1994 to commemorate the anniversary of the adoption of the 1966 
ILO/UNESCO recommendation concerning the status of teachers. 

I would personally like to thank my wonderful team of professionals linked to their contributions to the school
and the education of your children. It was overwhelming that you acknowledged my staff with your wonderful
messages and gifts linked to their roles of responsibility and the clear link of the importance of your children's
holistic development.

WORLD TEACHERS' DAY STATS

1. World Teachers’ Day is a global observance.

2. UNESCO allocates a theme for this day every year.

3. More than 100 countries commemorate World Teachers’ Day and each country holds its own celebrations.

4. First World Teachers’ Day was held on 5 October 1994

5. In 1997, during the 29th session of UNESCO, a recommendation to cover teaching and research personnel
in higher education was adopted

6. UNESCO has made the supply of well-trained and qualified teachers as one of its top priorities.

7. According to UNESCO, A trained teacher is one who has the prescribed qualification and has received at
least the minimum organized pedagogical teacher training, required for teaching at the relevant level in a
given country.

8. World Teachers’ Day is an opportunity to promote the teaching profession.

9. In 2002, Canada honored the World Teachers’ Day by issuing a postage stamp.
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Parent Email Guidelines

Please note that e-mail’s may be a fast and convenient way for you to send messages, but this may not be the 
case for many of my teachers. Some teachers read their e-mail messages in the morning before school, some 
read them at the end of the day, and some read them during the school day. 

For these reasons, please remember if you choose to send an e-mail message to a member of my professional 
staff, you may not get an immediate reply. In fact you may not receive an e-mail reply at all, since the staff 
members will determine how best to contact you: by e-mail, phone, or to schedule a personal conference.

When using e-mail:

1. Please send only non-vital messages by this medium. For example, do not use e-mail to inform a teacher 
that your child is not to go home on the bus. A teacher may not have time to read your message in a 
timely fashion. Instead use the telephone to be sure your message is received and clearly understood.

2. Your child's academic progress, learning expectations, or behavioral issues are best addressed through a 
telephone conversation or by scheduling a personal conference with your child's teacher. An e-mail 
message on these matters is not appropriate.

3. Please remember that e-mail is not necessarily confidential. Confidential information should be conveyed 
by phone or personal contact.

4. Please identify yourself in the subject line of your e-mail message and, if appropriate, the name of your 
child. This is particularly important where surnames of the child and parent are not the same.

5. For all medical or health concerns, please contact your child's school nurse by phone.

6. Please keep all contacts professional. Jokes, amusing or special stories, chain letters, or commercial 
solicitations are inappropriate and reduce valuable teaching time.

 The school maintains email accounts for teachers to facilitate parent/teacher communication and internal 
staff communication. The school reserves the right to block or filter email messages to staff that are not 
directly related to school business.

Remember that e-mail is a quick way to send a message, but it is not necessarily the best way to get a 
quick reply.

 PLEASE ONLY EMAIL STAFF DURING SCHOOL HOURS – THEY HAVE BEEN INSTRUCTED TO NOT REPLY TO 
PARENTS AFTER HOURS!

 * Do remember that my team deserve a break and a crucial work life balance related to their well-being! 
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Upcoming Events for your Dairy

Dear VES Parent Community,

These are the following upcoming event:-

• Mid Term Break Dates 19th, 20th October 
• 21st October – (Prophet’s birthday) No School
• Breast Cancer Awareness Day – 24th October
• Parent Teacher Conferences – 25th October (Monday) and 26th October (Tuesday) at 3:00 – 7:00 

PM  *more detailed information to follow*.
• Primary Character Day – 28th October

Note: The After School Activities will be cancelled on 26th October due to PTC’s

ATTENTION:-
As a health and safety protocol, it is mandatory that all students must wear their masks at all times 
on the school buses.

Please inform your students to always have his/her mask on while travelling by bus, as a safety 
precaution for themselves and everyone on the bus.

https://victoriaenglishschool.com
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Upcoming Events for your Dairy

PIRLS 2021

Reading is perhaps the most important skill that a child can develop and is crucial to 
success in school and later on in life. This year our school has been selected to 
administer the PIRLS which stands for Progress in International Reading Literacy Study. 

This is an international assessment of reading conducted every five years since 2001.
More than 50 countries are participating in PIRLS 2021. The United Arab Emirates is 
among the countries participating in this important project. In the United Arab 
Emirates, a sample of schools has been selected and we are proud to be one among 
them. The results are used for  global study.

The window period of the test will be between October 10 to November 5. Once the 
ministry confirms the test date for our school an email will follow.

Students (Grade 5/ Year 6 ) will be randomly selected from a few classes by the 
ministry. This exam requires NO preparation as this is ONLY a general reading 
assessment. Email will be sent closer to the test date with test procedures.

https://victoriaenglishschool.com
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Message from the VPA Department

Hello Everyone my name is Sereena Masri and I’m the chairperson of
the VPA.

To many, VES is a second home to the students
Beyond our high standard of education, one of the VES’ most
important traits is the ability to create a healthy environment for 
our students which offers them a space to feel safe, at home as well as space to flourish.
As the VPA, our role is to work hand in hand with the School’s administration along with the parents 
to ensure that there is a clear channel of communication between the two parties, and to fill any gaps 
that may appear along the way.
What we do beyond the school’s social activities & initiatives is we take part in organizing the events 
that the school hosts such as:
* Sports Day
* International Day
* The Annual Victorian Fete
* The VES Alumni Day
* Parent-Teacher meetings
Throughout all these events, we do our best to maintain the image of the school by taking on any 
feedback or concerns from respective parents and strive to do our best to manage expectations.
Ultimately, we as the VPA Committee are proud to do this for our students and more so, for the future 
generation of students.
Please feel free to reach out to us with any concerns or questions you may have and we will be 
delighted to support you 

Kindly meet our VPA staff for this year:
Sereena Masri -Chairperson Yr10&13
sereenamasri@hotmail.com
Leyla Sakhabieva -Vice-Chairperson Yr5&6
leyla.sakhabieva@gmail.com
Khadijah Aliya- Yr8&9
Khadijah.aliya@gmail.com
Shaista Ahsan Yr11&12
thatirizvi@gmail.com
Afsheen Saleem FS1,FS2&Yr 1
afsheen.s696@gmail.com
Nausheen Iqbal Yr2,3&4
naush.iqbal@hotmail.com
Sarah Hurford Yr7&10
sarahkeyes213@gmail.com
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Message from the Music Department

Hello dear parents! I would like to welcome you to our VES Music Department! 

Last month we had been learning  a variety of new songs and exercises, trying to 

optimise vocal potential, along with learning fundamental principles of musical literacy, 

history, basic harmony and theory. 

I am so proud to mention that we have an amazing 

number of talented students at VES! During the past few 

weeks, we had Choir and Music band auditions and about 

50 students from Year 3, 4 and 5 had successfully passed 

and joined the rehearsals. 

We are all impressed with the brilliant performance of 

our young pianists during assemblies. Many thanks to 

them! Well done! 

I am also delighted that this year Mother’s Day Concert and 

Father’s Day Breakfasts are scheduled to resume, and we are 

so looking forward to meeting all the parents again. Taking part 

in concerts is just as important as attending regular classes for 

this will allow your children to demonstrate their musical skills, 

help them to build self-confidence and give your child a unique 

emotional experience and sense of pride.

Hope you will have a great, successful, full of joy, academic 

year.

Kind regards

Ms. Marianna

https://victoriaenglishschool.com/
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Message from the Learning Development Department

It is with pleasure that I take this opportunity of communicating with our parents. School is in 

full swing again and our students are happily busy with learning and improving their skills. 

Although the school environment provides most of the stimulus to encourage this process; you 

as parents and guardians can support your children’s learning at home and maximize their 

capacity for thinking and analyzing in so many ways. International research has found that the 

involvement of parents and guardians in their child’s schooling contributes to their achievement 

at school and has a positive effect on their mental health and well-being.

Tips and guidance for our VES parents

Of the many "academic" skills that children need to have for school are organisation and 

responsibility. Parents who make sure their children take good care of their things help the 

children to understand that their actions have consequences. Adhering to the rules in the house 

lays the groundwork for later educational success. Chaotic household routines without well-

established and enforced rules are likely to produce children with lax attitudes about deadlines, 

who may then have a hard time adjusting to the more rigid expectations of a school setting.

Parents who value learning will often raise children who feel the same. You as a parent can 

help your child to do well in school by showing them that learning is a pleasurable and  lifelong 

process. Promoting schooling as a positive experience will give kids a sense of enthusiasm for 

learning, and a good attitude is the first step towards success in any endeavour. 

Dyslexia Awareness Month

October is ‘Dyslexia Awareness Month’ with the World Dyslexia Day being celebrated

on October 8th. To help people become more familiar with this learning difficulty

Nessy.com has made their dyslexia course free for all educators and parents. Kindly

find more details about their free course and other educational resources available free

of cost only in this month. You can click on the link below; select the dyslexia course

and add it to your cart. When you get to check out please apply the coupon ‘TEACHUD’

and complete the purchase.

https://www.nessy.com/uk/product/understanding-dyslexia/

It is no secret that some students may find learning a bigger challenge as compared to 

other children of the same age. Parents who are well-informed of the nature of difficulty 

their child faces are much better equipped in providing them with the support they need. 

This in turn, of course, can have far- reaching academic benefits for a student in school. 

With best wishes from the team and myself

Noreen Yaqoob

Head of Learning Development 

https://victoriaenglishschool.com/
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Message from the Art Department

Victoria English 

School
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Victoria English 

School

This week we would love to share some of the 
progress students made during their History 
lessons. Students did not only show dedication 
and commitment to their work, but also showed 
off a variety of skills. During the last two weeks, 
students have been asking challenging 
questions, participating in debates, and 

evaluating different views and sources.

Spotlight on 

ART

https://victoriaenglishschool.com/
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Message from the Art Department

Victoria English 

School
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Victoria English 

School

Every year, we 
celebrate World Food 
Day to appreciate the 
amazing food we eat, 
but also to tackle 
world hunger.

www.org/worldfoodday-contest

DUE DATE: 5th 

NOVEMBER

https://victoriaenglishschool.com/
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Message from ICT Department

ICT
BY Ms ASHA

Since the beginning of the academic year, It has been

an exciting journey for the year 1 to 8 students in the

progress of ICT. Starting from the computer

fundamentals in year 1 till the core technical concepts in

year 8, the students have shown great interest, good

knowledge and a lot of curiosity to study ICT.

GUESS WHAT???

Y3 TO Y6 have 

practicals…yeah!!!

What are we doing in the 

Primary ICT Club???
 Animation using PAINT  and Video 

editor

 Cartoon character analysis and 

movement creation

HURRY UP IF YOU WANT TO JOIN

https://victoriaenglishschool.com/
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Message from the Student Counsellor

Topic of the week: Being Smart and  Safe Online

Support, guidance and advice on e-safety for students and 

parents

The information on this page will support parents, students and the community to 

develop their knowledge of local laws and how to stay safe online.

How could we live without our smart phones, laptops, and other devices 
that allow us to go online? That's how most of us keep in touch with 
friends and family, take pictures, do our homework, do research, find out 
the latest news, and even shop.

But besides the millions of sites to visit and things to do, going online 
offers lots of ways to waste time — and even get into trouble. But some 
people you meet online might try to take advantage of you, steal your 
personal information, harass or threaten you (called cyberbullying).

Parents should be aware of what their kids see and hear on the Internet, 
who they meet, and what they share about themselves. Talk with your 
kids, use tools to protect them, and keep an eye on their activities.

10 NETIQUETTE RULES 

STUDENTS SHOULD KNOW; 
 Netiquette guidelines are a set of rules 

that dictate what tasteful and respectful 
online behavior is. How to speak 
politely without bullying is among the 
main reasons why we need these rules. 

1. Be careful with your tone 

2. Be accurate and factual. 

3. Search first, then ask

4. Be polite online as you are In person

5. Use proper grammar and punctuation

6. Stay on topic

7. Respect people’s privacy

8. Respect others’ opinions 

9. Don’t overuse the chat box 

10. Submit assignments carefully

Basic guidelines for parental 
supervision:

1. Spend time online together to teach your 
kids appropriate online behavior.

2. Keep the computer in a common area 
where you can watch and monitor its 
use, not in individual bedrooms. Monitor 
any time spent on smartphones or 
tablets.

3. Bookmark kids' favorite sites for easy 
access.

4. Check your credit card and phone bills 
for unfamiliar account charges.

5. Find out what, if any, online protection is 
offered by your child's school, after-
school center, friends' homes, or any 
place where kids could use a computer 
without your supervision.

6. Take your child seriously if he or she 
reports an uncomfortable online 
exchange.

https://victoriaenglishschool.com/
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Message from the Student Counsellor

 Feel free to contact me for any support: rayane@ves.ae

 Miss Rayane, School Counselor and E-safety officer

Important!

If any students has any concerns about e-safety, 

they can report an incident to the school using this 

link here: https://forms.gle/1Uxx7s4Tq768CAp49

These incidents will be followed up by Ms Rayane 

(rayane@ves.ae) e-safety lead, along                   

with the  associated pastoral team.

If you do get bullied…

Save the evidence:

The only good news about 

digital bullying is that the 

harassing messages can 

usually be captured, saved, 

and shown to someone who 

can help. You need to do this 

even if it’s minor stuff, in case 

things escalate.

BE CAREFUL ABOUT 
WHAT YOU SHARE

•If you engage in name-calling 
or being mean to others, it can 
come back and hurt you later.

•If you share personal 
information or embarrassing 
stories, be aware because 
those things will get around, 
eventually, to someone you 
wish did not know. 

•If you text, chat or post 
something, it can be shared 
with others that you did not 
intend to share it with.

E-Safety Laws and Regulations: An overview of the E-Safety Law in 
the UAE

Defamation by electronic means: making 

it an offence to publish information that 

exposes another person or entity to 

contempt or public humiliation. 

Additionally, making false accusations 

that discredits or dishonors another person 

is a form of defamation. 

Potential punishment A fine between 

Dh250,000 and Dh1,000,000, in addition to 

imprisonment.

Fake News: Federal Law penalises those 

proven guilty of sharing “information, 

news, statements or rumours” that are 

damaging to the “reputation” of the state 

or any of its institutions. , by electronic 

means, through email, SMS, WhatsApp, 

Facebook or any other online platform or 

information technology tool. Potential 

punishment A fine up to Dh1,000,000 and 

imprisonment 
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Message from the School Nurse

Dear Parents and Guardian,

Now that cold and flu season is here, we have some information to share with you regarding when 

to keep your child home from school and how to prevent the spread of germs during this season. If 

you send your child to school, please feel free to contact us or check in with your child’s doctor.

Thank you,

Victoria English School Nurse

Please keep your child home if 

his/her:

• Has a temperature greater than 37.5

• Has green/yellow discharge from 

eyes

• Has been vomiting and diarrhea in 

the past 24 hours

• Has a headache and sore throat 

that is not improved with pain 

medicine or cough medicine

• Has a persistent uncontrollable 

cough

• Has a body ache and chills

How to prevent the spread of 

germs:

• Wash your hand regularly

• Cough into a tissue or elbow

• Avoid touching your eyes, nose 

or mouth

• Clean and disinfect common 

surfaces that are frequently 

touched that may carry germs.

When to STAY HOME

 Fever or feels like a fever

 Bad cough with or without fever

 Sore Throat

 Vomiting or Diarrhea
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